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Vision, Mission &
Strategy
Vision
The creation of sustainable human settlements through
development processes which enhance human rights, dignity and
equity.

Mission
To create, implement and support opportunities for communitycentred settlement development and to advocate for, and foster a
pro-poor policy environment which addresses economic, social and
spatial imbalances.

Overall Strategic Goal
To influence urban management and governance to prioritise and
address the needs of the urban poor by: demonstrating good
practice; through critical partnerships with civil society, the public
and private sectors; and through enhancing capacity for participatory
development processes.
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Programmes
DAG focuses on five key areas:
Citizenship and participation
Supporting the active participation of citizens groups in political and civic life on issues
related to urban governance and poverty.

Value capture
Advocating for the State’s use of value capture instruments to direct land use, regulate land
prices, and correct land distribution so that housing and land becomes accessible to the poor.

Informal settlement upgrading
Advocating for the incremental upgrading of informal settlements using a sustainable and
people-centred approach.

Medium-density housing
Advocating for the development of sustainable medium-density housing on well-located land.

Municipal-wide planning
Advocating for participatory, long term integrated approaches to municipal wide-planning.
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Chairperson’s report:
Transitions
This has been a time of transition.
The African National Congress (ANC)
52nd national conference at Polokwane in
December 2008 was a major event in the
history of the country. The ANC shifted
its leadership and emphasis, resulting in
a significant re-shuffle within its internal
structures, and the leadership of the
country. New ministers and directors-general
have taken to the stage, and are now faced
with delivering what the ANC alliance
promised the electorate. A wide range
of state-funded institutions including the
judiciary, the Chapter 9 institutions, the Land
Bank and the South African Broadcasting
Corporation also face significant changes.
We hope this will contribute to a higher
degree of values-based governance and
practice.
In the Western Cape, where DAG is based,
the Democratic Alliance (DA) now controls
both the City of Cape Town and the
Provincial Legislature. We hope that the
development processes that were mired in
the conflict between the ANC-led province
and DA-led City will soon be a thing of the
past. We further hope that the business of
building a region in which all have a say, and
from which all residents benefit, will now
accelerate.
At DAG, without any acrimony, contestations
for power, and backstabbing, we too have
engaged with, and successfully undergone,
a transition of leadership. Twenty months
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ago, Anthea Houston informed the Board of
her need to move on. A plan was discussed,
hurdles defined, and timetables set. Through
due process (and a little luck), Kailash
Bhana has been recruited, contracted and
appointed as the new CEO of DAG. We’re
proud to have her. The smoothness of this
transition is a measure of the health of this
organisation.
The same cannot be said for the world in
which we operate.
Global failure – emanating from poor
governance (weak and corrupt leadership),
economic mismanagement (short term,
greed-driven measures of success) and a
failure to respect the ecological basis of life
and ‘civilisation’ on this planet – drives and
influences the Southern African context.
While governments in modern
representative democracies get their
legitimacy from being voted into power,
citizens are alienated from real power.
Education systems fail to put forward the
thoughts of leading thinkers, so the world
view on which current economic and political
systems are based remains static. Capitalism
fails to deliver benefits to the poor and the
marginalised, entrenches their subordinate
position, and disempowers all but a few. The
promise of communism and socialism has
not been realised because of poor leadership
and practice. In part, this is because the
philosophical base of socialism remains
rooted in a simplistic materialist analysis of

the conditions which applied in Victorian
Europe and during the Industrial Revolution.
It is clear that the current system does not
work. A new world order must be sought to
move beyond the current impasse. The social
contract by which the world is governed
must be renegotiated so that it delivers
greater equity to the majority of people.
For individuals, these questions often seem
too big to tackle, so most turn inward to
family and small social networks, thus leaving
intact the powers that be. But it is possible
to remain engaged, behave ethically, be
conscious of values, and discuss thoughts
and actions with as many people as possible.
Work in community organisations is one way
in which concerned individuals can make a
real contribution towards a better world.
Looking back , we have bitter memories of
last year’s violent reactions to ‘the other’
in South Africa. This includes, but is not
restricted to, the xenophobic attacks that
killed and impoverished so many immigrants.
Migrants have played a key role in building
our society since the time of colonialism
and slavery, but we have failed to deal with
the ticking time bombs of racial and tribal
chauvinism. Reporting on the violence has
overlooked the disturbing fact that many
non-local South Africans were killed by their
compatriots. The motivations behind, and
leadership of, this mob violence remain
obscure. The underlying potential for
violence will remain as long as these issues
are not addressed.
DAG has survived as a viable (if somewhat
under-funded) organisation by constantly
examining the operating context through
the lens of our vision and mission
statements. During the past year, we have
begun to institutionalise our People’s
Housing Process skills, and have engaged

with the question of the role of land in the
generation of value in our society at both
the technical (municipal and financial) and
the human (well-located housing, food, etc)
levels. Watch this space.
Thanks to our team of thinkers and
managers, to the board, and to our funders.
To the ‘Friends of DAG’, please stay engaged,
and keep us focused on facilitating and
ensuring community-centred, pro-poor
development in this country.
Ralph Freese

DAG Board
of Directors

Zohra Ebrahim

Ralph Freese (Chairperson)

Robert Hindle

Anthea Houston
(Executive Director)

Batembu Lugulwana

Tasleema Mohamed

Thabo Mashologu
(Deputy Chairperson)

Quraisha Nagdee

Vincent Saldanha

Pete Smith (Treasurer)

Wilhelmina Trout
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Director’s report
During this review period the global and
national stage was transformed by various
economic and political developments which
will considerably affect the ability of Africa’s
poor to access economic opportunities, food
and adequate housing. Most noteworthy
among these for South Africa are the global
and national economic recessions, and the
change in the leadership of the African
National Congress.
The effects of the global recession
reverberate across the world and, while
the ANC government’s economic and fiscal
policies have shielded the country to some
extent, we have not been left unscathed.
South Africa’s gross domestic product
recently contracted for two consecutive
quarters, officially placing the economy
in recession. The global financial crisis is
having a grave impact on the economies of
developed nations and is likely to reduce the
availability of foreign development funding,
as well as social investment funding from the
private sector.
The 2008/2009 year will be remembered
as a transformative period in South African
politics heralding change in the leadership of
the ANC in December 2008. There are many
reasons for this change, including the desire
of many party members to see a greater
emphasis on reducing poverty and achieving
equality and redistribution of wealth.
Though the ANC’s rhetoric has been propoor in the past, its development policy has
fallen short of achieving these outcomes,
including the advent of a more equitable
society.
The change of leadership in the ruling party
spawned the birth of the first significant
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splinter party from the ANC – the Congress
of the People (COPE) in December 2008.
A number of influential party members
(including members of Parliament) left
the ANC to join COPE, shaking the ANC’s
hegemony for the first time since 1994.
Despite this development, the ANC, under
Zuma’s leadership, secured a comfortable
majority in the April 2009 general election.
The ANC’s renewed focus on equality and
redistribution featured prominently in its
election manifesto, but it will be interesting
to see how aggressively this agenda will
be pursued given the economic downturn.
Whatever the veracity of government efforts
may be, a strong civil society should be built
to hold government to its election promises
and support it in delivery.
The Democratic Alliance secured an outright
majority in the Western Cape and Helen Zille,
former Mayor of Cape Town, was sworn in as
the Premier of the province. She expressed
a commitment to ‘open, accountable and
transparent government’ and to working
with citizens to jointly address obstacles to
development.
Despite the leadership changes at all levels
of government, we in DAG remain confident
of our ability to work co-operatively in
strategic partnerships with local, provincial
and national authorities. During the
reporting period we collaborated with other
NGOs in: a joint People’s Housing Process
policy review process with the National
Department of Housing; with the Western
Cape Department of Local Government
and Housing on the development of the

Backyarder Policy and Programme; on
unblocking of housing projects in Mfuleni
and Khayelitsha; and with the City of Cape
Town on the Hangberg development and its
approach to informal settlement upgrading.
DAG also collaborated with the Social
Housing Foundation, a state-funded housing
agency, in the publication of its Sustainable
Medium-density Housing Resource Book.
As another financial year ends, DAG remains
well placed to facilitate linkages between
the state and civil society actors, especially
at a community level, to ensure participatory
urban governance and the development and
implementation of pro-poor policies.
Some policy changes also occurred in the
period under review. DAG’s advocacy
efforts over three years around the People’s
Housing Process (PHP) policy review
were eventually successful when the
new Expanded People’s Housing Process
(ePHP) policy guidelines were adopted.
These guidelines incorporate most of the
recommendations put forward by NGOs
involved in the review process. The new
policy makes provision for dedicated support
and funding instruments for community
initiative, community empowerment
and partnership-building. Government is
gearing up to implement the policy in its
2009/10 budget cycle and continues to
work in partnership with the NGO sector
in preparation for this. DAG discussed the
development and delivery of a new training
course for provincial and local-level housing
officials on the new ePHP policy with the
National Department of Housing, and has
begun conceptualising such a course with
the Department’s endorsement and support.
In November 2008, the National Department
of Housing approved a policy on Community
Residential Units which aims to facilitate
the provision of secure, stable rental tenure

for persons and households earning below
R3 500 per month. However, the policy does
not make provision for these households to
rent housing in well-located areas, relegating
them once again to the periphery of our
cities. It is therefore unlikely that the policy
will help to break down historical race and
class boundaries of South Africa’s urban
centres.
In March 2009, the National Minister for
Housing launched the Housing Development
Agency (HDA), which aims to facilitate the
identification, acquisition, management
and release of land for human settlement
purposes, with the aim of fast-tracking
land for approval for housing and basic
services. Although many envisage problems
because of the scale of land needed to
alleviate the problem and the agency’s
broad mandate, this initiative demonstrates
national government’s recognition that
access to well-located land is a key issue in
providing adequate housing. This initiative

Kailash Bhana, new Chief Executive Officer for DAG,
holds a Bachelor of Arts Honours degree in Social
Work and a Diploma in Housing Policy Design and
Management, both from the University of the
Witwatersrand. She is skilled in strategic leadership
and project management gained from a decade
of working in the Southern African development
sector.
Kailash joined DAG as Programme Director in April
2008 and quickly developed an appreciation for
the country’s urban development challenges, the policy environment and the
organisation’s unique offering. Prior to this she worked for the Gender Education
and Training Network in Cape Town as Training Manager and later as Director. She
also worked as a researcher and facilitator for the Centre for the Study of Violence
and Reconciliation (CSVR). Kailash has produced a number of research reports,
published journal articles, and is the co-author of published book chapters.
Her areas of expertise include policy analysis and development for government,
conducting specialised gender audits of public institutions, managing complex
development partnerships, programme management, research, facilitation,
materials development and training. She has led interventions with a crosssection of stakeholders within the Southern African Development Community,
with national, provincial and local governments, civil society organisations and the
donor community.
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reflects DAG’s analysis and advocacy for
effective policies to enable the acquisition,
development and management of land in
order to eradicate South Africa’s housing
problems.
During the past year DAG reflected upon
its achievements and considered how we
could achieve a deeper and more sustainable
impact within our organisational context
and our analysis of the policy environment.
We confirmed that a pervasive barrier to
achieving social, spatial and economic
equity has been, and continues to be, access
to well-located serviced land for poor
and marginalised citizens in urban areas.
Noting this, DAG has initiated a process (to
be completed during the coming period)
to explore incorporating a greater focus
on access to well-located urban land for
sustainable human settlements. Access to
such land is a necessary prerequisite for
maximum impact within each of DAG’s
existing focus areas and for South Africa’s
poor and marginalised urban citizens to
realise their ‘right to the city’ and the
significant resources cities have to offer.
Embracing an urban land focus could
increase both the scale and scope of DAG’s
impact, increasing the poor’s access to the
livelihood opportunities offered by cities
which will result in greater equity over time.
During the reporting period, DAG maintained
a high media profile, and was called upon to
comment on housing and land issues. DAG
was interviewed for 11 newspaper articles
ranging from popular community press
to national newspapers, and was directly
quoted in five articles. DAG also gave radio
interviews on seven occasions and featured
in three television interviews and televised
election debates.
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DAG continues to experience difficulty in
recruiting and retaining appropriately skilled
staff. Vacancies in some key posts placed
constraints on the ability of the organisation
to achieve its objectives. This is an ongoing
problem given the significantly higher
salaries skilled professionals command in the
market place.
In 2008, DAG’s outgoing CEO Anthea
Houston and the Board of Directors
implemented a leadership succession plan.
In terms of the plan, Kailash Bhana, who was
appointed as Programme Director in April
2008, became CEO with effect from 1 April
2009. Anthea will leave DAG after the first
quarter of the new financial year.
The complex challenges posed by urban
development in contemporary South Africa
are numerous. Yet, this period offers myriad
exciting possibilities for creatively addressing
poverty and its root cause – inequality.
This does, however, require both state
and civil society to review their strategies,
to act in concert to deepen the rights of
citizens, address inequality and contribute
to the realisation of the entitlements of our
constitutional democracy. DAG’s ongoing
contextual and policy analysis has done just
this, facilitating our focus on urban land as
one of the key levers to unlocking vexing
urban development challenges. Cogent
analysis and reflective practice continues to
strengthen our advocacy strategies, enabling
us to respond dynamically to the challenges
of urban poverty and to facilitate greater
equity and realisation of human rights in
South African cities.

At the end of the period the composition of
DAG’s permanent support staff team was
100% female; programme staff 71% female
and management was 60% female.
DAG invested in staff training and
development throughout the period by
supporting staff to engage in tertiary level
studies, external courses, workshops,
conferences and seminars; by convening
internal training courses, workshops
and learning events; and through inhouse assignments and coaching. Staff
development activities included:
• attendance at a ten-day course on
Sustainable Communities convened
in Thailand by the Asian Institute of
technology, Helsinki University of
Technology, United Nations Human
Settlement Programme (UN-HABITAT)
and United Nations Environment
Programme;
• attendance at a five-day housing microfinance conference in Tanzania;
• attendance at a four-day EED (Church
Development Service) social mobilisation
study workshop;
• attendance at a one-month Institute
for Housing and Urban Development
Studies course on Informal Settlement
Regularisation at the Erasmus University
in Rotterdam;
• attendance at a six month part-time (four
module) Certificate in Housing Policy
Development and Management course
at the University of Witwatersrand;
• attendance at DAG’s eight-day Value
Capture and Land-Use Management
training course;
• attendance at a three-day project
planning, scheduling and control training
course;
• completing a Development Studies
Degree at the University of South Africa.

2008/9 Staff complement
Maureen Adams, Office Cleaner
Kathy Aranes, Office Manager
Adre Bartis, Project Manager (resigned February 2009)
Kailash Bhana, Programme Director
Lilia Bolanos, Technical Assistant (Civil Engineer – Cuba)
Mercy Brown-Luthango, Programme Co-ordinator (resigned
October 2008)
Raisa Cole, Student intern (University of Cape Town)
Anneke Coppens, Volunteer (Belgium)
Zinziswa Gatyeni, Administrator
Helena Hendricks, Accountant
Moegsien Hendricks, Programme Manager
Davida Husselman, Volunteer
Aaron Hobongwana, Development Facilitator
Anthea Houston, Chief Executive Officer
Sabrina Lee, Programme Development Officer
Helen Macgregor, Programme Co-ordinator
Shamil Manie, Programme Manager (resigned August 2008)
Zamikhaya Mgwatyu, Development Facilitator
Makhumandile Molo, Student intern (Cape Peninsula University
of Technology)
Rafieqah Moos, Human Resources Administrator
Lufuno Muthambi, Development Facilitator
Jessica Park, Intern/CEO research assistant (Canada)
Lamees Parker, Senior Administrator
Ardiel Soeker, Programme Manager
Huda Tayob, Volunteer (University of Cape Town)
Anzabeth Tonkin, Programme Co-ordinator
Erin Torkelson, Volunteer (United States of America)
Farah Williams, Senior Administrator (resigned February 2009)
Eduardo Silveira, Technical Assistant (Architect – Cuba)
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Citizenship and participation
DAG’s Citizenship and Participation
programme aims to ensure that urban
development policy and praxis becomes
more developmental and pro-poor through
citizens’ participation in the development
and implementation of public policy.
Historically, DAG supported community
partners to organise themselves in their
struggle to access land, prevent evictions,
acquire basic services, and contributed
extensively to the construction of houses.
However, inefficient use of land for urban
development based on past practices
(particularly housing on the periphery) still
continues in Cape Town, adversely affecting
communities. Citizenship and participation
of civil society at different levels on a citywide scale is therefore at the core of DAG’s
work, especially in the context of the
unpredictable and fluid political dynamics of
the Western Cape.
In the past year, DAG made significant
progress by organising citizens and
developing their capacity. Cross-learning
opportunities and linkages were created
between government stakeholders and
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Units

Community Leadership Programme Content

Unit 1

Introduction to Leadership; Understanding Development

Unit 2

Approaches to Development; The Leader as a Change Agent

Unit 3

Conflict Management in Communities; Gender and Managing
Diversity

Unit 4

Communication and Leadership; Facilitation Skills;
Organizational Development

Unit 5

Understanding Government and Communities

Unit 6

Advocacy and Lobbying

different projects, as well as amongst civil
society activists through the Community
Leadership Programme. The programme
incorporates Horizontal Learning Platforms
(HLP) that enable ongoing engagement
with groups and individuals (including
former course participants); consolidating
learning from the programme through postcourse contribution to communities; and
strengthening leadership practice, while
also facilitating active participation in policymaking.
This year, the ‘contract’ between
participants, their communities and DAG
resulted in participants compiling case
studies, co-facilitating HLPs and undertaking
community exchange visits, deepening
the learning from the course-work. Each
participant developed a case study about
their organisation using the themes of the
Leadership Programme as a guide. Case
studies were presented at a Horizontal
Learning Platform in November 2008, and
were issued in a publication titled Lessons in
Leadership: Case studies from Development
Action Group’s 2008 Community Leadership
Programme.
The four HLPs were attended by 142
activists and members of communitybased organisations. The HLP held in June
2008 focused on leadership and social
transformation. The Community Leadership
Programme’s action learning methodology
improved participants’ practice through
sharing experiences and lessons. The
second session was held in October 2008.
Participating community leaders visited
three community-based housing projects
– Freedom Park, Ndabeni Land Claim and

Stock Road social housing. Through sharing
experiences, major problems identified were
conflict management within communities
and government’s role in creating conflict,
government’s inability to manage housing
projects and the narrow interests of the
private sector in facilitating access to land
and building houses. An article covering the
event appeared in the People’s Post. The
November 2008 HLP is discussed above. The
final HLP was held in March 2009, focusing
on backyarders and the need to organise
and work together to hold government
accountable. Participants examined
different organisational forms suitable for
backyarders to achieve their goals and
strengthen interaction with government.
Experiential learning approaches provided
community leaders with opportunities to
apply their learning through participation
in strategic discussions with officials in all
three spheres of government. Communitybased organisations engaged strategically
in the public review of the Western Cape
Department of Local Government and
Housing’s annual report and budget
vote. The Ndabeni Trust, Ravensmead,
Hangberg, Masakhani, Claremont Domestics,
Muizenberg Domestics and Netreg
community attended Budget Hearings, and
used the opportunity to lobby and raise
awareness.

maintaining an interface with government
on policy and programme development and
implementation.
The June Friends of DAG seminar was titled
Capacity Enhancement for Citizenship and
Participation. The draft Freedom Park case
study was distributed at the event where
Wahieba Naidoo and Lesar Rule from the
Freedom Park Development Association
spoke on the topic. Other engagements
included workshops organised by AfesisCorplan focusing on access to land, and
by Misereor, bringing together a range of
urban sector NGOs, social movements and
academics. DAG and its partners attended
Participation Junction’s Masiphatisane,
an annual event promoting effective
engagement between members of the
South African Parliament and community
leaders.
Importantly, DAG documented the Netreg
case study that sets out the lessons of the
Netreg community’s collective activism
to access serviced land for housing, and
highlights the challenges arising from
community-based housing, complex
partnerships, and conflict.

In late 2008, the Provincial Department of
Local Government and Housing contracted
DAG to facilitate a community consultation
process on its draft backyarder policy
and programme. The process resulted in
the selection of a backyarder leadership
core, which culminated in an emerging
network of backyarders, representing
residents across the city. The needs of this
significant constituency, a key target group
for DAG, can now be articulated clearly,
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Value capture 			
DAG’s Value Capture programme aims
to ensure that South African urban
development policy and praxis become more
developmental and pro-poor by embracing
value capture as a mechanism to intervene
in the land and property market to direct
finance and development efforts in the
interests of the common good and the urban
poor.
Practitioners increasingly recognise that
housing provision per se does not address
inequality in South African cities. Access to
well-located land is critical to sustainable
housing delivery and the challenge in
accessing such land dominates urban
development discourse. This programme is
a priority area for DAG as value capture is a
key mechanism for the redistribution of land
and urban opportunities, offering specific
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practical approaches and opportunities
which inform DAG’s advocacy agenda
around citizens’ right to the city. Through
training, research and dissemination
of lessons DAG has progressed toward
achieving its objectives in this area.
DAG, now the leading expert and resource
organisation on value capture in South
Africa, convened a Land Use Management
and Value Capture training course for
government officials. The course provided
the opportunity to build local and
international relationships in the arena
of value capture. The first module was
attended by participants from ten national
municipalities – including four metropolitan
councils – with representatives from town
planning, land use management, housing,
finance, property management and

valuations departments. The United Nations Human
Settlement Programme subsequently endorsed the
course and expressed interest in developing a similar
training package for the Southern African region,
providing an opportunity for DAG to build its profile in
the region. The second module of the value capture
training course was co-facilitated by DAG, Carlos
Morales Schechinger of the Institute for Housing and
Urban Development Studies (IHS), and Claudio Acioly
of UN-HABITAT. At the end of the course, participants
developed action plans for implementation on return to
their municipalities.
Carlos Morales Schechinger and Claudio Acioly made
presentations at a round-table discussion during the
second module of the training course. A spectrum of
delegates from the NGO sector, academics, provincial
government and the City of Cape Town attended a
discussion on the challenge of growing informality,
access to land, and land management.
DAG’s Land Use Management and Value Capture
training course presented an important entry point for
lobbying relevant officials to implement value capture
and alternative land management instruments. DAG
also developed strategic relationships with major
international players including the Global Land Tool
Network (GLTN), significantly contributing to DAG’s
knowledge on the issue, establishing a foundation for
further work on value capture. DAG gained valuable
insights into value capture initiatives already underway in
the country.
DAG reviewed the value capture advocacy plan and
participated in a number of workshops to disseminate
our approach. Presentations on value capture and the
urban land market were delivered at the Southern
African Housing Foundation (SAHF) Conference, the
Umzabalazo we Jubilee conference, and the AfesisCorplan Land First workshop.
DAG engaged with government officials on the draft
Expropriation Bill under consideration by Parliament,
but government withdrew the Bill before the
parliamentary review process was complete. However,

the engagement broadened DAG’s network of contacts
with officials working on land issues. After the recall of
the Expropriation Bill, media engagements included a
feature article by DAG on expropriation published in the
Cape Times in October 2008 and a panel discussion on
community radio with social movements on access to
land and housing in November 2008.
A staff member participated in a one-month Institute for
Housing and Urban Development Studies (IHS) course
in Rotterdam in August 2008. The co-ordinator resigned
her post in October 2008 causing this work area to lose
momentum.
In the next period, DAG will begin planning a national
conference focusing on citizens’ ‘right to the city’ and
the need for value capture. In addition, DAG will develop
a community of practice, including the 2008 course
participants, for analysis and discussion on value capture
and land management. The organisation will continue
to strengthen its partnerships with relevant resource
organisations, government and civil society groups, and
will develop and disseminate popular materials on value
capture mechanisms and land management.
The programme’s concern is with alternative long-term
solutions to re-imagine and ‘reconstruct’ the city by
demonstrating practical elements of access to welllocated serviced land, recognising the importance of
responsibility of both civil society and government.
Civil society participation in urban land matters is
critical in a society that is highly inequitable, especially
in distinguishing the link between immediate, local
issues and city-wide challenges. Co-operation with and
support to government is equally significant to DAG,
specifically regarding understanding institutional and
regulatory challenges and constraints, but also in terms
of opportunities to explore alternative approaches to
urban land management. Ultimately, collective civil
society determination, coupled with high-level buy-in
and political will to intervene in the land and property
markets, will create possibilities for realising South
African citizens’ rights in the struggle for land.
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Informal settlement upgrading
DAG’s Informal Settlement Upgrading (ISU)
programme aims to ensure that South
African urban development policy and
praxis become more developmental and
pro-poor through the adoption of inclusive,
participatory and integrated approaches.
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thus actively driving their neighbourhood
upgrades.

Informal settlement upgrading is a relatively
new field of practice for government officials
and communities who seek to upgrade
services and access housing. DAG advocated
for government’s use of co-operative
partnerships and innovative tools to enable
an incremental form of tenure, thereby
achieving a wider and deeper impact. In
the past year, opportunities to influence
city-level policies on informal settlement
upgrading were utilised, and the programme
continued to build understanding amongst
officials and community members, not only
within the Cape Metropolitan Area, but also
in the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Area,
Gauteng and Ethekwini.

DAG supported the Freedom Park
Development Association (Tafelsig) to
manage their organisation and the house
construction phase effectively. FPDA set
up street committees, planned for its 10th
anniversary and evicted illegal occupants
with DAG’s support. At reflection sessions
to facilitate learning, monitoring and
evaluation, FPDA committee members
considered their relationship with
stakeholders such as Mellon Housing
Initiative, Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry, and the City of Cape Town. Two
FPDA committee members participated in
DAG’s Community Leadership Programme.
The construction of 493 houses continued,
but progress was hampered by the slow
pace of materials delivery, theft on site,
and delays in constructing ten houses using
Ecobeam technology.

In partnership with the Hangberg in situ
Upgrading Development Association
(HiDA) and the Freedom Park
Development Association (FPDA), DAG
promoted upgrading over relocation, and
demonstrated the benefits of communitybased development to officials at all
levels of government. DAG assisted with
organisational development programmes
in both these projects in preparation for the
planned in situ upgrades. Leaders in HiDA
and FPDA competently developed their
advocacy arguments and negotiated with
government officials and other stakeholders,

DAG provided technical assistance with
planning of the Hangberg in situ upgrading
(Houtbay) in drafting terms of reference
(ToR) for the appointment of consultants
(town planner, community registration and
tenure specialist) to the project, and then
lobbied the City extensively to utilise the
ToR developed in consultation with HiDA.
The City eventually agreed to the ToR, and
appointments are pending. A town planner
was working on the conceptual layout
for the site and DAG assisted in designing
participatory workshops. DAG facilitated and
supported block and community meetings,

provided technical assistance to the committee to
manage a local stormwater project, and held various
workshops to engage the community and officials on in
situ upgrading. The Hangberg upgrade will improve land
tenure and service provision, facilitating the incremental
development of housing for 302 households. The
project was at risk of being cancelled by the City of Cape
Town several times due to increased occupation in the
project area. However, DAG was able to mainstream
a developmental approach towards managing land
through high-level lobbying in partnership with the Legal
Resources Centre, the Legal Entities Assessment Project
and HiDA, which was eventually endorsed by the Mayor
of Cape Town.

in situ upgrading. DAG facilitated participation of HiDA
members and City of Cape Town officials in a study tour
with Abahlali baseMjondolo and the University of the
Witwatersrand, as well as participation in a national
round-table discussion in Johannesburg on informal
settlement upgrading where DAG’s work acquired
national significance and recognition. Since the roundtable, projects of a similar nature have been initiated
in other parts of the country, notably Kennedy Road in
Durban. The round-table brought together NGOs, social
movements, academics, lawyers, community groups,
and government. DAG was instrumental in exploring an
emerging community of practice to mobilise and lobby
around land management issues.

Hangberg is one of Cape Town’s very few in situ
upgrading projects that provides the opportunity
to test implementation of the Upgrade of Informal
Settlements Programme (UISP). The project calls for
innovation in community-based management practices,
especially concerning rights and tenure security. DAG’s
project-level work was instrumental in understanding
how urban land is managed in the informal sector, and
provides a meaningful alternative to communities who
are vulnerable to market forces and government’s
militaristic practice of eviction and relocation. The
project is ground-breaking and sets local and national
precedents for the development of a land administration
system to manage informal settlements.
DAG compiled case studies on both Hangberg
and Freedom Park. The Freedom Park case study
demonstrates the merit of community-based settlement
upgrading, public-private partnerships and integrated
development. The Hangberg case study profiles the
in situ upgrade by documenting the project history,
exploring residents’ perceptions of the project, and
highlighting key lessons learnt. The draft case study
was presented at the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality workshop on informal settlement
upgrading.
Throughout the period, DAG assisted in securing linkages
with external stakeholders and raised awareness about
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Medium-density housing
DAG’s Medium-density Housing programme
aims to ensure that South African urban
development policy and praxis becomes
more developmental and pro-poor by
ensuring access to affordable mediumdensity housing on well-located land,
thereby creating efficient and sustainable
human settlements.

located land, and for achieving the desired
densities to make South African cities
efficient and equitable. Implementation
of these recommendations in low-income
housing development will drastically impact
on choice of location, processes used to
deliver housing, and improved livelihood
security.

Much time was dedicated to finalising DAG’s
book Sustainable Medium-Density Housing:
A Resource Book. The book was published in
November 2008 and was officially launched
at Constitution Hill in Johannesburg in March
2009 and in Cape Town at the Centre for
the Book, later during the same month.
The launch events were attended by more
than 160 guests, including representatives
from the Presidency, Parliament, academia,
communities, private and public entities
and the NGO sector. Respondents to the
publication at the launches represented
the Office of the President (Policy and
Advisory Services), the Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT), the Social
Housing Foundation, the Rainbow Housing
Co-operative, and the City of Cape Town
(Department of Housing, Land and Forward
Planning).

The resource book has been distributed
and used in countries as diverse as Kenya,
Tanzania, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Indonesia, the Philippines, Egypt and the
United States. Copies of the book were sent
to heads of planning in tertiary education
institutions and a number of requests have
since been received from academics across
the country for permission to use the book
in a variety of planning courses. Recognition
of the book as a key resource in tertiary
education will influence the next generation
of built environment professionals around
sustainable settlement development. A
dissemination strategy for the resource book
will be implemented to ensure it reaches a
broader national and international audience.
The South African Local Government
Association (SALGA) has expressed interest
in distributing the resource book throughout
municipalities in the Western Cape and
holding a one-day DAG seminar on the
book’s recommendations to municipalities.
An advocacy plan for the programme
was developed to guide DAG’s plans and
responses to opportunities generally related
to medium-density housing.

The publication of the resource book was an
important milestone, as the book is a tool
to enable the realisation of a more inclusive
society through the development of welldesigned and well-managed sustainable
medium-density housing on well-located
land. The book puts forward a strong case
for the provision of subsidised public rental
housing as perhaps the only viable option
for housing low-income households on well-
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Since the launch, a presentation was made
to the City of Cape Town’s Departments of
Spatial Planning and Urban Design, as well

as Housing. The Housing Directorate has responded
enthusiastically to the book’s recommendations,
and there is further scope to make input into the
City’s densification policy. In addition, the Western
Cape Department of Local Government and Housing
requested a presentation of the resource book at a
meeting of senior officials and municipal managers
from all the districts across the Western Cape. During
October, DAG made presentations at a Horizontal
Learning Platform (part of the Community Leadership
programme), as well as at the Umzabalazo we Jubilee
Conference, highlighting advocacy issues, challenges
and opportunities regarding development of affordable
medium-density housing on well-located land.
One of DAG’s earlier projects, the Marconi Beam
Affordable Housing Project, was documented as a case
study example of an innovative integrated incremental
housing project on well-located land that overcame ‘notin-my-backyard’ (NIMBY) resistance. The draft case study
was finalised, and will be published in the year ahead.
Over the past year, DAG continued to provide
organisational development support to the Rainbow
Housing Co-operative through their inclusion in the
Community Leadership Programme. DAG highlighted
the co-operative’s experience and the problem of
access to higher-density, low-income housing in

good locations in various press releases, media
engagements, presentations and in the resource book.
The co-operative interacted with local and provincial
government officials regarding the possibility of using
the Community Residential Units programme to develop
public housing on provincial government land in Sea
Point. Despite ongoing attempts by the co-operative,
the provision of affordable accommodation in the
Atlantic Seaboard of Cape Town is severely hampered by
access to affordable land and inadequate public rental
housing instruments. DAG’s partnership with Rainbow
Housing Co-operative now focuses on advocating for
changes in government policy regarding access to welllocated land for low-income housing development,
and the need for the provision of public rental housing.
Rainbow thus continues to be a key strategic partner in
DAG’s work.
The Ndabeni land restitution project made slow
progress in reaching its goals. Physical development
seems only likely to take place in two or more years’
time as there are several encumbrances to the
development, including access roads and railway
servitudes. The focus is now on providing leadership
training and organisational development support
through the Community Leadership Programme, as well
as advocacy efforts to pressure government for faster
delivery and access to land for the group.
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Municipal-wide planning
DAG’s Municipal-wide Planning programme aims to
ensure that South African urban development policy
and praxis becomes more developmental and pro-poor
by adopting and implementing participatory integrated
municipal-wide long-term planning.
This programme provides the framework for DAG’s
other programmes, advocates for linkages to a broader
urban reform agenda and a clear vision and plan for the
development and management of the city as a whole.
Set against this background, an advocacy plan for the
programme was developed and advocacy opportunities
were identified and prioritised.

Yethu community to participate in and influence the
Environmental Impact Assessment and planning process
relating to this proposed development. Militating against
a counter-intuitive approach that considers site-specific
projects in isolation of the broader development needs,
DAG proposed an integrated approach that considers
all vacant land in the Greater Hout Bay area. Linkages
were made with the Hout Bay Development Forum
which brings together a range of stakeholders and has
representation from the Hangberg Informal Settlement,
where DAG has worked with the Hangberg in-situ
Development Association.
DAG’s partnership with the Hangberg community
prompted the identification of strategic parcels of
land and under-utilised public buildings in Hout Bay,
including the harbour area where developers are keen
to construct luxury apartments. Land identification
was prioritised as considerable numbers of people
live in over-crowded housing, informal settlements
and backyards in Hout Bay. The investigation will be
documented in a draft report to initiate discussion that
will strengthen community efforts to access land in Hout
Bay, to cultivate relationships with different stakeholders
and to be used to begin ‘re-imagining’ the Greater Hout
Bay area.

The City of Cape Town identified a 16ha parcel of land
in Hout Bay for a mixed-used development. The land
identified is insufficient to accommodate all those in
need of housing in the Greater Hout Bay area as well as
strengthening their livelihoods by integrating economic
development opportunities. Given the area’s 60%
unemployment rate, the proposed development thus
raises questions about the priority placed on addressing
the development needs of low-income households
in Hout Bay. DAG extended support to the Imizamo
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In August 2008 DAG delivered a lecture on urban
planning to students at the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology. It was well received and was followed by an
invitation to make an address on participatory integrated
municipal-wide long-term planning at the CPUT Students’
Award ceremony in October 2008.
Human resource constraints limited progress in this
programme. Some possibilities for collaboration with
the provincial and local authorities could also not be
pursued. Work in this programme area will in future be
integrated strategically into DAG’s work to improve land
management through working in partnership with a
municipality and the municipal-wide planning approach
has informed DAG’s planned Re-imagining the City
intervention.

Special projects
Backyarder Policy Consultation
The Western Cape Department of Local Government
and Housing (DLG&H) appointed DAG to design and
facilitate a community consultation process for the Cape
Metropolitan Area on their Draft Provincial Backyarder
Policy and programme. The policy consultation process
included 16 interviews with key stakeholders, four
consultative workshops with backyarders in Khayelitsha,
Goodwood, Manenberg and Wynberg, a metro-wide
workshop and press conference. A report detailing policy
and programme recommendations was prepared and
presented to the Member of the Provincial Executive
Committee (MEC) for Housing at the metro-wide
workshop.
This work provided the opportunity to broaden DAG’s
network of community partners, raise critical debate
on housing development, and strategically influence
government policy and practice (including promoting the
provision of public rental through upgrading backyard
dwellings, the application of the provincial Rental Policy
and the Community Residential Units programme).

Chicago Bulls and Twins Projects
DAG continued to provide technical support for the
delivery of 728 houses in the Chicago Bulls and Twins
projects in Mfuleni. In addition, the leadership capacity
of the Housing Support Centre staff was enhanced
through participation in DAG’s Community Leadership
Programme and Horizontal Learning Platforms. Through
this project, R25 million in blocked subsidies have
been unlocked and spent and a R407 000 grant for the
Support Centre is being managed. During the period, 419
houses were completed, bringing the total number of
completed houses to 719 of the planned 728.

Khayelitsha People’s Housing Process Project
This project plans to secure the release of R41 million
in blocked subsidies, and complete 2 310 houses while
implementing an innovative model of support to selfhelp housing (People’s Housing Process) projects in
partnership with the Department of Local Government
and Housing. DAG’s planned intervention will also
stimulate micro-enterprise development, employment

and skills development. Progress in the project stalled
due to ongoing delays in the signing of the new Service
Level Agreement (SLA) between DAG and the Western
Cape Provincial Government.
DAG suspended its work in the project during the
reporting period while contract negotiations with
the provincial government continued, although some
preliminary work was undertaken. This included a quality
audit on each house and the development of a re-entry
plan. In September 2008, two Cuban professionals – an
architect and a civil engineer – were seconded by the
National Department of Housing to DAG to work on the
project. The SLA was eventually signed in April 2009 and
the project will proceed in the year ahead.

Proudly Manenberg
In March 2009, DAG facilitated an ad hoc support
workshop for the Housing Sector Committee of
Proudly Manenberg, a community-based development
organisation. The workshop focused on this
organisation’s initiative to develop a sustainable human
settlement plan for Manenberg. DAG will continue
working with the organisation as a partner in support of
its advocacy efforts in support of access to well-located
land.

Expanded People’s Housing Process Training
Course
DAG submitted a proposal to the National Department
of Housing to develop and present a training course for
officials working in all spheres of government on the new
Expanded People’s Housing Process policy (ePHP). The
proposal was accepted and work to develop the course
commenced in early 2009. The course will be convened
in the next financial year.

Housing Context
A paper was drafted documenting DAG’s analysis of the
housing context. The draft paper was presented at the
Umzabalazo we Jubilee conference in October 2008 and
was very well received. The paper should be finalised and
published later in 2009.
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Financial Report
The DAG Board of Directors ensures sound
strategic and financial direction through
good governance, strong leadership and
diligent and passionate service. This coupled
with the efforts of DAG’s staff resulted in the
conclusion of the financial year with a net
deficit of R79 280.

Income
The income and expenditure report provides
a detailed breakdown of funding sources
and other income and expenditure by line
item, including comparative figures for the
year ended 31 March 2008. Our total income
for the period was R5 452 852.
Actual income for the year ended 31
March 2009 decreased by R694 616 when
compared with 2007/8 income. This
was largely due to a decrease in services
rendered, as well as sundry donations and
funding received being substantially less
than the previous year when donations for
the 20th anniversary were received as well
as a delayed donation of R992 142 from
the Urban Sector Network pertaining to
expenditure incurred in prior years.
The pie chart illustrates that income for the
period comprises 78% grant funding (R4
257 498) and 22% cost recovery (services
rendered, rent, interest and dividends).
The portion of cost recoveries derived from
consultancy work is 16% (R847 373) and
we are pleased that the work undertaken
to generate this income continues to be
strategically aligned with DAG’s advocacy
goals. During the review period consultancy
income was generated by facilitating
a community consultation process for
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the Western Cape Department of Local
Government and Housing in the Cape
Metropolitan Area on their Draft Provincial
Backyarder Policy and programme and
through implementation of the Khayelitsha
People’s Housing Process Project for which
DAG has also raised co-funding in order
to both implement and document a more
holistic approach. Both projects are strategic
in that they broaden DAG’s network of
community partners, model good practice
in self-help housing delivery and in public
participation in policy development and
implementation and contribute to housing
development discourse in South Africa.
A separate pie chart illustrates the spread
of grant funding by funder.

Expenditure
Total expenditure for the period was
R5 532 132. Expenditure was R650 571 more
than the previous year and significant
increases in expenditure over the previous
year are attributable to:
• Advertising: Increase in advertising for
vacant posts;
• Course venue/catering: Increased costs
due to the Backyarder consultancy;
• Employee costs: The Programme
Director post was vacant in 07/08 and
filled in 08/09;
• Material development and printing:
Increased costs due to the publication of
the Sustainable Medium-density Housing
Resource book; and
• Travel air national: Increased costs due
to the air travel incurred for the Land Use
Management and Value Capture Course

and the launch of the Sustainable
Medium-density Housing Resource
book in Johannesburg.

Sustainability
The issue of sustainability is high on the
agenda of management and the Board of
Directors. The organisation aims to grow
its reserve funds and also to broaden and
diversify its funding base. A Programme
Development Officer was appointed in
February 2009 to support the Board of
Directors and Management by dedicating
resources in pursuit of this goal. DAG’s
application for Section 18 (A) status as a
tax exempt public benefit organisation
(PBO) was approved during the period
providing a tax incentive for local donors
to fund DAG’s work. In light of these
developments DAG began researching
new funding strategies which should result
in increased grants from South African
corporates and individuals.
DAG’s reserve funds enable the
organisation to operate with flexibility and
independence and to cope when funding is
delayed or when insufficient donations are
raised. The reserve fund has been built up
over many years through surplus income
generated through rendering services on
a consultancy basis to government and
other development agencies. The reserves
reduces the organisation’s vulnerability
and as Anthea Houston vacates her post
as the head of DAG we are pleased to note
that during her term the cash reserves
grew by R524 315 while the value of our
property also continued to appreciate.
While our sustainability is clearly linked
to our capacity to raise sufficient income
we also believe that this capacity relates
directly to the relevance and effectiveness
of our work, this gave us pause for

reflection during the past year. The result
has been a thorough review of DAG’s
strategic direction to ensure responsiveness
to the changing context, exploitation
of organisational strengths and of the
opportunities facing us. The process is
ongoing and will be concluded in the new
financial year.

FUNDING INCOME 2009

Social Housing
Foundation
11%

Urban Landmark
5%
Cordaid
31%

Cordaid
EED

Urban Sector
Network
5%

FB Heron Foundation
Ralph Freese
Urban Sector Network
Social Housing Foundation

Ralph Freese
23%
FB Heron
Foundation
3%

Urban Landmark

EED
22%

TOTAL INCOME 2009

Interest received,
1%

Dividends & other
income, 3%

Services rendered,
16%
Rent received, 2%

Grant Funding, 78%
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Detailed Income Statement
For the period ending 31 March 2009
2009

2008

R

R

Revenue
Funding received
- Austrian Consulate
- Cordaid

-

186,850

1,297,400

1,104,192

- EED

935,657

1,169,893

- Urban Landmark

232,845

-

- FB Heron Foundation
- Ralph Freese
- Social Housing Foundation
- Hivos
- Urban Sector Network
Cost recoveries
Rent received
Services rendered
Sundry donations
Sub-Total

125,000

-

1,000,000

-

450,851

-

-

306,476

215,745

992,142

605

-

93,528

79,200

847,373

1,801,285

94,672

348,254

5,293,676

5,988,292

5,498

31,206

101,528

60,220

52,150

13,400

159,176

104,826

5,452,852

6,093,118

(5,532,132)

(4,881,561)

(79,280)

1,211,557

Other Income
Dividends on investment
Interest received
Sundry income
Sub-Total
Total Income
Total Expenses (detailed separately)
(Deficit)/Surplus
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Detailed Income Statement cont.
For the period ending 31 March 2009
2009

2008

R

R

Advertising

39,636

10,574

Assets aquired written off

58,154

57,809

Auditors remuneration

53,375

86,456

9,987

10,738

42,094

29,733

Operating Expenses

Bank charges
Computer expenses
Computer software
Consulting fees
Courier

14,312

14,122

195,260

184,590

2,135

1,061

Course venue/catering

207,227

10,517

Director emoluments

466,965

462,558

Employee costs

3,224,234

3,051,231

Entertainment and gifts

14,943

11,434

Equipment rental

25,640

3,758

Equipment rental - contractual

57,756

46,536

Fines and penalties

62,181

-

-

7,484

Flashing Jewels project
Insurance
Material development and printing
Meetings
Office consumables
Other expenses
Postage
Printing and stationery
Publicity / marketing
Rates and taxes

27,365

25,528

417,739

65,101

14,435

22,758

9,276

9,194

155

-

4,203

1,718

21,949

23,093

-

100,000

18,948

8,036

6,876

22,016

20,769

50,886

-

3,155

Seminars / venues

31,477

222,088

Repairs and maintenance
Resources
Secretarial fees
Skills development levy

33,534

32,099

Strategic planning

22,256

6,196

Telecommunications - fax, internet and telephone

78,529

81,813

Travel - International

66,374

-

Travel - Road

64,182

64,522

Travel Air - National

137,166

46,171

Travel, accomodation and subsistence

17,880

50,364

Utilities

21,379

15,272

9,373

4,945

Workmens compensation

Wages

12,804

11,873

Workshops

21,564

26,132

5,532,132

4,881,561

Total Expenses
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Balance Sheet
As at 31 March 2009
2009

2008

R

R

Assets
Non-current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment

3,500,000

3,500,000

20,000

20,000

3,520,000

3,520,000

987,643

2,297,443

1,765,325

505,666

2,752,968

2,803,109

6,272,968

6,323,109

4,722,633

4,722,633

Current Assets
Accounts receivable
Cash and cash equivalents

Total Assets
Reserves and Liabilities
Equity
Reserves
Accumulated surplus

1,148,460

1,227,740

5,871,093

5,950,373

401,875

372,736

6,272,968

6,323,109

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables

Total Reserves and Liabilities
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We are grateful to and thank the following partners for their
financial support during the 2008/9 financial year

CORDAID (Catholic organisation for Relief and Development)

Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst e.V (EED)

F. B. Heron Foundation

Ralph Freese

Social Housing Foundation

Urban Landmark
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101 Lower Main Road, Observatory, 7925, South Africa
E-mail: dag@dag.org.za
Telephone: 021 448 7886 (international: +27 21 448 7886)
Fax: 021 447 1987 (international: +27 21 447 1987)
www.dag.org.za

DAG is a registered non-profit organisation with the Department of Social
Development, registration no: 0069-194 NPO and an association not for gain
incorporated under Section 21, registration no: 1993/006859/08. DAG has Section
18 (A) status as a tax exempt public benefit organisation allowing for the tax
deductibility of donations made by South African tax payers.
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